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Al Ain University renews loyalty to the wise leadership by
celebrating the Flag Day

Al Ain University in its both campuses, Abu Dhabi and Al Ain celebrated

the UAE Flag Day along with the UAE national anthem, which marks
on the 3rd of November, when H.H Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan
became the President of the United Arab Emirates.

Dr. Noor El Deen Atatreh, AAU Chancellor, said; “The UAE Flag Day is

a national occasion that expresses the highest meanings of peace,
justice, tolerance and loyalty to the homeland and its exceptional
leadership.

READ MORE

Al Ain University marks the Commemoration Day

Al Ain University in Abu Dhabi and Al Ain campuses, marked the,

Dr. Noor Al Deen Atatreh, AAU Chancellor, said: “Marking the

recognition and honor of the martyr’s souls, followed by raising the UAE

community and their pride towards the martyrs, soldiers and armed

Commemoration Day by standing for a «One Minute›s Silence” in
flag with the National Anthem.

commemoration Day affirms the interdependence of the UAE
forces”.

READ MORE
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AAU celebrates the 49th UAE National Day remotely
Al Ain University in both campuses, Al Ain and Abu Dhabi celebrates the
49th UAE National Day via, Zoom App. In the presence of Prof. Ghaleb

El Refae- AAU President, Dr. Amer Qasem- Vice President, Prof. Ibtehal

Aburezeq- Vice President of Follow up and development and Dean of
Student Affairs, Dr. Hani Al Jarrah- Deputy Dean of Student Affairs, Colleges
Deans, Academic and Administrative Staff, AAU Students and more.

The virtual celebration, which was organized by the Deanship of Student

Affairs, was presented by students: Msalam Al Darie from Al Ain Campus,
and Khazina Al Ameri from Abu Dhabi campus. It included short videos,

poems, various participations from school students and a video to cherish
the memories of the previous celebrations of Al Ain University on the
National Day.

AAU President, congratulated H.H Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan

the President of the United Arab Emirates, H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum the Vice President and Prime Minister and Ruler of the

Emirate of Dubai, H.H Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed bin Sultan Al-Nahyan,
the Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the

UAE Armed Forces may Allah bless them all, the UAE nation and the AAU’s
family on the 49th UAE National Day.

The Dean of Student Affairs, said: “Day after day, we feel the value of what
the late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan did, who made the Union in
1971 for us, and we still celebrate this great achievement under the wise
leadership.”

READ MORE

A virtual lecture about the father and leader “Zayed”
Coinciding with the 49th UAE National Day celebrations, the Deanship

of Student Affairs, Abu Dhabi campus, in collaboration with the
National Archives organized a virtual lecture entitled; “Zayed, the
Father and leader”, was presented by Mr. Mohammad Isamil.

The lecture included a detailed explanation of the lineage of the late
Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, his life and the positions he held

before the union. He also talked about the union establishment stages.
The lecture also included mentioning his traits, narrating some stories
about his leadership, educational and humanitarian career and his

ambition in various fields, in addition to the medals and awards he
received.

READ MORE
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Shamma bint Mohammed spreads the tolerance culture
on the International Day of Tolerance

Under the patronage and presence of Sheikha Dr. Shamma Bint

occasion of the International Day of Tolerance, in the presence of

bin Khalid Al Nahyan institutions, the Deanship of Student Affairs,

President of Development and Follow Up and Dean of Student

Mohammad Bin Khaled Al Nahyan-Chairman of Sheikh Mohammed

from Al Ain and Abu Dhabi campus organized a virtual event on the

Prof. Ghaleb El Refae-AAU President, Prof. Ibtehal Aburezeq-Vice
Affairs, Deans, Academic and Administrative staffs.

READ MORE

”A virtual lecture on the occasion of the “Flag Day
The Deanship of Student Affairs, Abu Dhabi campus, in collaboration
with the National Archives (A division of the Ministry of Presidential

Affairs), organized a virtual lecture via Zoom, entitled; Raise it up .. Raise
it High, on the occasion of the UAE Flag Day.

The lecture included a detailed explanation of the flag concept and

its importance, as it embodies the meaning of; pride, achievement,

peace and happiness. The lecturer reviewed the history of the flags
development in the region, the story of the UAE flag and what are the

specifications and standards adopted by the country to choose colors
and shapes.

The lecture aimed to enhance loyalty and belonging, consolidate the

national identity of students, and to introduce the younger generations
the history of the UAE. The Flag Day initiative also reflects the culture of
respect for the flag and the statement of its sanctity as a symbol of the

state’s sovereignty and unity and its use as a symbol of the nation and
belonging to it.

READ MORE
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Education students discuss the psychological importance
in artificial intelligence

Student Fatima Al Sraira and student Saeeda Yousef from Arts in

the presence of the parents and teachers.

presented a virtual lecture for the students of Um Al Arab government

psychology specialization and its impact on artificial intelligence, the

Applied Psychology program at Al Ain University, Abu Dhabi campus,
school about the artificial intelligence and the psychological aspect, in

The lecture discussed several aspects; The importance of applied
importance of harnessing artificial intelligence for the benefit.

READ MORE

Al Ain University offers positive avenues for self-development

The Deanship of Student Affairs, Abu Dhabi campus, organized a virtual

NLP Practitioner.The workshop discussed various subjects, such as,

Mr. Ibrahim Al Marzoqi, Expert in project development and a Certified

success and defining goals to serve the nation and society.

workshop entitled; The Initiative and Self Development, presented by

the concept of self-development, how to make decisions, principles of

READ MORE
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College of Engineering provides Career Guidance for the students

College of Engineering organized a workshop entitled “Career

The workshop organizers invited four speakers from different

careers and guide them the right path to get their first job.

based on their experiences.

Guidance” where it aimed to help engineering students plan their

backgrounds, who talked about the different aspects of career path

READ MORE

Al Ain University raises the slogan “Beat Diabetes”
Coinciding with the World Diabetes Day, the Deanship of Student
Affairs in Al Ain and Abu Dhabi campuses organized a series of health
awareness events on diabetes.

The first event was at Al Ain Campus which included a virtual lecture
in cooperation with Mediclinic Hospital presented by Dr. Joseph Abi

Khras, Consultant Family Medicine, while the second event at the Abu

Dhabi campus included a virtual lecture entitled «Defeat Diabetes»
in cooperation with the Imperial College London Diabetes Center,
presented by Professor Maryam Al Shamsi, specialist Nutrition and
certified international trainer.

The two lectures included a detailed presentation on, the causes and
types of diabetes, its stages and risks, how to deal with this disease

and methods of treatment. With an emphasis on the importance of
exercise, lifestyle changes and a healthy diet.

Al Ain University›s aim in regard to the World Diabetes Day is to raise

awareness about the importance of early diagnosis of diabetes, to
avoid its chronic complications, motivate society to follow healthy
dietary patterns, practice health-promoting activities, and to reduce
the spread of diabetes.

READ MORE
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